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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with a general topological degree approach to
global bifurcation problems for variational inequalities. Simple examples
for bifurcation problems for variational inequalities are furnished by buck-
ling problems for constrained beams. For example, if we consider an elastic
beam with fixed end points (at a, b), which is subject to a horizontal force
at one end, and its deflection is restricted by an obstable , then the
EulerLagrange equation corresponding to the minimization problem for
the potential energy E, E(v)= 12 
b
a (v")
2&* ba [- 1+u$2&1], is the varia-
tional inequality
|
b
a
u"(v&u)"&* |
b
a
u$
- 1+u$2
(v&u)$0, \v # K, u # K,
where * is proportional to the magnitude of the terminal force and
K=[v: v] is the set of all possible displacements of the beam. The
buckling problem for the beam may then be formulated as a bifurcation
problem for the above variational inequality.
After some pioneering work of C. Do and E. Miersemann ([11, 12, 21,
22]), bifurcation problems for variational inequalities were studied exten-
sively (cf. [23, 12, 18, 17, 6, 26, 33] and the references therein). The existence
of bifurcation points for variational inequalities (which is local in nature)
has been investigated lately in [6, 8, 7], and [3032], where various varia-
tional methods are used. The study of global bifurcation for variation
inequalities seems to begin with the work of Szulkin and Quittner (cf. [33,
26] and the references therein), and continued until recently in [28] and
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[15], where several specific problems were considered (e.g., second order
equations and variational inequalities ([33, 28]), homogeneous problems
on cones, variational inequalities of von Ka rman’s type ([15])).
The goal of this paper is to present a general method to investigate
global bifurcation problems for general nonhomogeneous variational
inequalities of the form
(A(u)&B(u, *), v&u) +j(v)&j(u)0, \v # V, u # V, (P)
or equivalently,
(A(u)&B(u, *), v&u) +j(v)&j(u)0, \v # D( j ), u # D( j ).
Here V is a reflexive Banach space with dual V* and dual pairing ( } , } ).
A : V  V* is a monotone coercive operator, B: V_R  V* is a completely
continuous mapping, j : V  R _ [] is a proper, convex, lower semicon-
tinuous functional, and D( j )=[u # V : j(u)<] is the effective domain of
j. We develop here a general homogenization process to relate bifurcation
phenomena of the above variational inequality (P) to a homogeneous
variational inequality (called (L), cf. (45)) for which the usual concepts of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors may be defined in a natural way. In one of
our main results (Theorem 2), we show a close relationship between the
bifurcation of (P) and the eigenvalues of (L). Namely, bifurcation of (P)
occurs only at eigenvalues of (L); and conversely, if we have a change of
degree in (L) as * passes through some eigenvalues, then the corresponding
bifurcation branch has a global behavior similar to that in the classical
Kranosels’kiiRabinowitz Theorem. Studying the global bifurcation of the
origianl problem can therefore be reduced to the calculation of degrees
involved in the homogenized problems. This is considerably easier than
the direct degree calculation in (P) since the operators in (L) are
homogeneous. In the present paper, we consider the case where (L) can be
reduced to a linear equation or a nonlinear equation of some kind, for
which the degrees in (L) can be calculated. The degree calculations in
several other cases (where (L) is a variational inequality) is the subject of
a forthcoming paper.
As an application of the above analysis, one obtains a version of the
Kranosels’kiiRabinowitz Theorem for variation inequalities. This can be
applied, in its turn, to buckling problems for von Ka rman plates with
uniliteral conditions. These problems were considered by Do in [11, 12],
where the existence of bifurcation points was obtained. Corollary 5, which
gives global existence of the bifurcation branches, complements the results
in [12]. Also, the problem in [28] (about global bifurcation of an obstacle
problem for a second order elliptic operator) may be put in the general
framework of Section 3; the result in [28] can be deduced from the theorems
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there. The abstract results in Section 2 are also applied to strongly nonlinear
variational inequalities containing the p-Laplacian.
2. GENERAL RESULTS
2.1. Some Notation and Preparatory Results
Let V be a (real) reflexive Banach space with norm & }& and dual V*.
The dual norm on V* is also denoted by & }& and ( } , } ) denotes the
pairing between V* and V. We denote by  strong convergence in V
or V* and ( weak (resp. weak-*) convergence in V (resp. V*). Let
A: V  V* be a (nonlinear) operator satisfying the following properties:
(A1) A is continuous and bounded (in the sense that A maps
bounded sets in V into bounded subsets of V*), and A(0)=0,
(A2) A is strictly monotone on V and coercive in the sense that there
exist constnats p>1, C>0 such that
(A(u), u)C &u& p, \u # V, (1)
(A(u)&A(v), u&v)>0, \u, v # V, u{v, (2)
and A is of class (S ) in V (cf. [5, 25]), i.e., for all sequences [un]/V such
that
un ( u in V,
and
lim
n  
(A(un), un&u) =0, (3)
we have un  u in V.
Now, since V is reflexive, we know by the LindenstraussAsplund
Trojanksi theorem ([19, 34]) that there always exists a norm on V equiv-
alent to & }& such that V is locally uniformly convex with this new norm.
Hence, in many cases, we can assume without loss of generality that V has
this property. A useful property of locally uniformly convex spaces is the
following ([5, 25]):
If un ( u in V, and &un &  &u&, then un  u. (4)
Now, we let B: V_R  V* be a completely continuous mapping such
that
B(0, *)=0, \* # R,
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and j : V  R _ [] be a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous functional
such that
j (v)0, \v # V, and j (0)=0.
We consider the following variational inequality:
Establish the existence of u # V such that
(A(u)&B(u, *), v&u)+j (v)&j (u)0, \v # V. (5)
From the above assumptions, we see that for all * # R, 0 is a (trivial)
solution of (5). We are concerned here with the bifurcation problem for (5),
i.e., with the existence and properties of nontrivial solutions of (5) and
global properties of the set of nontrivial solutions of (5).
As usual, we call (0, *) (* # R) a bifurcation point of (5) if there exists a
sequence [(un , *n)] of solutions of (5) such that
&un&{0, \n, and un  0, *n  * (n  ).
Let us first consider some particular cases of the above assumptions. We
have the following particular criteria for an operator to be in class (S ):
Assume V is locally uniformly convex, and that A satisfies the mono-
tonicity condition
(A(u)&A(v), u&v) g(&u&, &v&), \u, v # V, (6)
where g is a mapping from R+_R+ to R such that for any sequence
[(xn , yn)]/R+_R+ satisfying
g(xn , yn)  0 and xn  a # R+, (7)
we have yn  a. Then A belongs to class (S ).
In fact, we suppose un ( u in V and that (3) is satisfied. We have
lim(A(un)&A(u), un&u)=0, and then
g(&un&, &u&)  0 as n  . (8)
Letting xn=&u&  u and yn=&un&, n # N, we have by (7) that
yn=&un &  &u&.
Using (8), we obtain un  u, proving that A is in class (S ).
Now, we see that (1)(2) and hence (A2) are satisfied if A satisfies the
following coerciveness condition:
(A(u)&A(v), u&v) C &u&v& p, \u, v # V. (9)
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If A is linear, this happens if
(Au, u) C &u&2, u # V.
Now, let A be the following second order quasilinear elliptic operator on
H 10(0), given by
(Au, v) =|
0 _ :
N
i=1
ai (x, u(x), {u(x)) i v(x)+a0(x, u(x), {u(x)) v(x)& dx,
where 0 is a bounded domain in RN (N1) with smooth boundary, and
for 0iN, ai : 0_RN+1  R are Carathe odory functions satisfying
ai (x, 0, 0)=0, x # 0. We also assume that the ai satisfy the usual uniform
monotonicity condition:
:
N
i=1
[ai (x, u, !)&ai (x, v, ’)](!i&’i )+[a0(x, u, !)&a0(x, v, ’)](u&v)
C |!&’| 2
for a.e. x # 0, all u, v # R, !, ’ # RN, where C>0 is a fixed constant.
From this condition, it follows that
(Au&Av, u&v)=|
0 { :
N
i=1
[ai (x, u, {u)&ai (x, v, {u)&ai (x, v, {v)]
_i (u&v)+[a0(x, u, {u)&a0(x, v, {v)](u&v)= dx
C &u&v&2,
for all u, v # H 10(0). Hence (9) holds with p=2.
Let V=W 1, p0 (0) (0 is as above) with the usual norm. We consider the
p-Laplacian A: W 1, p0 (0)  W
&1, p$(0)(#[W 1, p0 (0)]*), given by
(Au, v) =|
0
|{u| p&2 {u {v.
Consider first the case N=1, p2, and for example, 0=(0, 1). Because of
the inequality
( |x| p&2 x&| y | p&2 y)(x&y)C( p)|x&y | p, \x, y # R,
(C( p) is a positive constant depending only on p), we have, for all u, v,
(Au&Av, u&v)c( p) |
1
0
|u$&v$| p.
Hence we have (9).
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For the p-Laplacian, in the general case, we still have (1), (6), (7). In
fact, we have for u, v # W 1, p0 (0),
(Au&Av, u&v)&u& p+&v& p&|
0
|{u| p&1 |{v|&|
0
|{v| p&1 |{u|
&u& p+&v& p&&u& p&1 &v&&&u&&v& p&1
=(&u& p&1&&v& p&1)(&u&&&v&). (10)
Hence we have (6) with
g(x, y)=(x&y)(x p&1&y p&1), x, y0.
Suppose now that for sequence [xn], [ yn], xn0, yn0, \n, one has
g(xn , yn)=(xn&yn)(x p&1n &y
p&1
n )  0, n  , xn  a,
then it follows easily that yn  a. Since W 1, p0 (0) is uniformly convex ([1]),
A belongs to class (S ) by the above remarks. A is also strictly monotone
on V and satisfies the coerciveness condition (9).
For f # V*, consider the variational inequality
(A(u)&f, v&u) +j (v)&j (u)0, \v # V, u # V. (11)
From (A2)(A4), we see that A is strictly monotone, bounded, continuous,
and coercive on V in the sense that
lim
&u&  
(A(u), u)
&u&
=.
Thus by classical results about existence and uniqueness of solutions of
variational inequalities (Chapter 2, [19]), we know that for each f # V*,
(11) has a unique solution u=uf # V. Let P=PA, j : V*  V be the mapping
that associates each f # V* with the (unique) solution uf of (11):
uf=PA, j ( f )=Pf, f # V*. (12)
With this definition, we see that (5) is equivalent to
u=P[B(u, *)]. (13)
Before proceeding further, we need a stability result for PA, j ( f ).
Let A, An , n=1, 2, ... be continuous, bounded and strictly monotone
operators from V to V* of class (S ) such that An(0)=A(0)=0, \n. Also,
let j, jn , n=1, 2, ... be proper, convex, nonnegative functionals from V to
R _ [] such that jn(0)=j (0)=0, \n; and let f, fn # V*, n=1, 2, ...
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We assume that
An  A, jn  j, fn  f as n  
in the following sense:
(A3) fn  f in V* (in the norm topology).
(A4) (a) For all v # V, all subsequences [nk]/N, there exists a
sequence [vn k ]/V such that
vn k  v in V, and jn k (vn k)  j (v) in R _ [], k  . (14)
(b) If [nk] is a subsequence of N, and if
vn k ( v in V,
then
j (v)lim inf
k  
jn k (vnk ). (15)
The kind of convergence introduced for [ jn] in (A4)(a), (b) is known as
Mosco convergence (cf. [3]).
(A5) (a) If [nk]/N and vn k  v in V, then
An k (vnk )  A(v) in V*. (16)
(b) An satisfies (1) with the same constants C and p (i.e. we have
uniform coercivity), nd An belongs to class (S) uniformly, i.e., if [nk]/N
and vnk ( v, wn k  v in V such that
lim(Ank (vn k ), vnk&wnk)=0, (17)
then
vn k  v in V. (18)
Before proving the main result of this section (Lemma 1) about the
stability of solutions of the variational inequality (5) with respect to A, f
and j, we make some remarks on the assumption (A5).
v Firstly, if An=A for all n, then we can prove that (A5) is satis-
fied, using the fact that A is bounded, continuous on V, and belongs to
class (S ).
v Secondly, if An satisfies (9) with the same constant C, then An
belongs to class (S ) uniformly.
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In fact, if vn k ( v and if (17) is satisfied, then arguing as above, we have
(19) and (20). But
C &vnk&wnk &
p(Ank (vn k)&An k (wn k), vn k&wnk ) , \k # N.
Thus &vn k&wn k &  0, and therefore (18) holds since wnk  v.
v Thirdly, assume that V is locally uniformly convex. Then condition
(b) in (A5) is satisfied if An satisfies condition (6) uniformly, i.e., we have
(6) for all An with the same function g.
In fact, assume that vn k ( v in V such that (17) holds. From (16), we
see that
An k (wnk )  A(v) in V*. (19)
Hence, since vn k&wn k ( 0, we have
(Ank (wnk ), vn k&wn k )  (A(v), 0)=0.
Together with (17), this gives
lim
n  
(Ank (vnk )&Ank (wnk ), vn k&wn k ) =0. (20)
Hence, by (6), g(&vn k &, &wn k &)  0 as k  . Letting xk=&wk &  a=&v&,
yk=&vnk &, one obtains from (7) that &vnk &  &v&. This and (4) imply that
vn k  v. Hence An is in class (S ) uniformly.
Now we are ready to prove the following lemma about the stability of
solutions of (5) with respect to the given data.
Lemma 1. If (A3), (A4), (A5) are satisfied then
PA n , j n ( fn)  PA, j ( f ) in V.
Proof. Let u=PA, j ( f ), un=PAn , j n ( fn) (un , u exist and are unique by
the above remarks). We have to prove that un  u in V, where u is the
solution of
(A(u)&f, v&u) +j (v)&j (u)0, \v # V. (21)
For n # N, we have
(An(un)&fn , v&un) +jn(v)&jn(un)0, \v # V. (22)
We first prove that [un] is bounded in V. Letting v=0 in (22), one gets
&(An(un)&fn , un)&jn(un)0,
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thus
&(An(un), un) +( fn , un)jn(un)0.
It follows from (1) that
C &un& p(An(un), un) ( fn , un) & fn &&un&,
hence
&un& p&1C&1 & fn&, \n.
Since [& fn&] is bounded, so is [&un &].
Now since V is reflexive, there exists a subsequence [u’]/[un] and
w # V such that
u’ ( w in V. (23)
Then w is a solution of (21). In faxt, let v # V. By (14), we can choose a
sequence [v’] in V such that
v’  v in V
(24)
j’(v’)  j (v) in R _ [].
Since An , A are monotone in V, we obtain from Minty’s lemma ([16])
that (22) is equivalent to
(An(v)&fn , v&un) +jn(v)&jn(un)0, \v # V. (25)
Now, letting n=’ and v=v’ in (25), we get
(A’(v’)&f’ , v’&u’)+j’(v’)&j’(u’)0, \’. (26)
From (23) and (15), we have
j (w)lim inf j’(u’). (27)
Hence, passing to the limit in (26), and recalling (16), one has
A’(v’)&f’  A(v)&f in V*
v’&u’ ( v&w in V.
Thus
(A’(v’)&f’ , v’&u’)  (A(v)&f, v&u).
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Letting ’   in (26), we have from (24) and (27) that
(A(v)&f, v&w) +j (v)&j (w)
lim(A(v’)&f’ , v’&u’) +lim j’(v’)&lim sup j’(u’)
lim(A(v’)&f’ , v’&u’) +lim j’(v’)&lim inf j’(u’)
lim inf[(A(vn)&f’ , v’&u’)+j’(v’)&j’(u’)]0. (28)
Hence w is a solution of (21). By the uniqueness of the solution of (21), we
must have w=u, i.e.,
u’ ( u in V. (29)
We next show that this convergence is in fact a strong convergence in V.
Taking v=u in (28), one has
lim(A(v’)&f’ , v’&u’)+lim j’(v’)&lim sup j’(u’)
=lim(A(v’)&f’ , v’&u’) +lim j’(v’)&lim inf j’(u’)=0.
On the other hand, since v’&u’ ( 0, lim(A(v’)&f’ , v’&u’) =0. Hence
lim inf j’(u’)=lim sup j’(u’)=lim j’(v’)=j (u),
i.e.,
lim j’(u’)=j (u). (30)
Now, applying again (14), we can choose a sequence [w’] in V such that
w’  u in V
(31)
j’(w’)  j (u) in R _ [].
One has
(A(u’), u’&w’) =(A(u’)&A’(w’), u’&w’) +(A(w’), u’&w’)
(A(w’), u’&w’)  0,
implying that lim inf(A(u’), u’&w’) 0. Conversely, from (30) and (31),
(A(u’), u’&w’)( f’ , u’&w’) +j’(u’)&j’(w’)  0, i.e., lim sup(A(u’),
u’&w’) 0. Therefore
lim(A’(u’) u’&w’) =0. (32)
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From (29), (31), we have (17) with [Ank ]=[A’], [wnk ]=[w’],
[vn k]=[u’], u=v. Since A’ belongs to class (S ) uniformly, we have from
(29) and (18) that u’  u in V. Since each subsequence has the same limit,
we must have un  u in V. K
As an immediate consequence of this lemma, we have the following
corollary:
Corollary 1. The mapping P defined by (12) is continuous from V*
to V.
Proof. Suppose fn  f in V*. By choosing An=A, jn=j, \n, we see that
all the assumptions (A3)(A5) are satisfied. K
Since B is completely continuous from V_R to V*, we see from this
corollary that P b B is completely continuous from V_R to V. Hence the
topological degree d(I&P[B( } , *)], U, 0) is defined for all open bounded
subsets U % 0 of V provided
u{P[B(u, *)], \u # U.
Applying Theorem 8.9, [29], we have the following result:
Theorem 1. Let a, b # R, (a<b) be such that u=0 is an isolated solu-
tion of (5) for *=a and *=b where (0, a), (0, b) are not bifurcation points
of (5).
Assume furthermore that for some r>0 small, we have
d(I&P[B( } , a)], Br(0), 0){d(I&P[B( } , b)], Br(0), 0). (33)
Let
S=[(u, *) : (u, *) is a solution of (5) with u{0] _ ([0]_[a, b]),
and let C be the connected component of S containing [0]_[a, b]. Then
either
(i) C is unbounded in V_R, or
(ii) C & ([0]_(R"[a, b])){<.
2.2. The Homogenization Theorem
We shall now derive a homogeneous variational inequality which
corresponds to linearization of equations at bifurcation points and estab-
lish analogous necessary conditions for bifurcation and sufficient conditions
for global bifurcation.
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We assume that A and B are differentiable of order p&1 with respect to
u at u=0 in the following sense: There exist
:: V  V*, f : V_R  V*
such that
(A6) (a) : satisfies (A1), (A2), and for all sequences [vn]/V,
[_n]/R+ satisfying
vn  v in V, _n  0+,
we have
1
_ p&1n
A(_nvn)  :(v) in V*. (34)
(b) For _>0, let
A_(v)=
1
_ p&1
A(_v), v # V. (35)
Then A_ n satisfies (1) uniformly and A_ n belongs to class (S ) uniformly in
the sense of (A5) (b).
(A7) f is completely continuous, and for all sequences [vn]/V,
[_n]/R+, [*n]/R satisfying
vn ( v in V, *n  * _n  0+,
we have
1
_ p&1n
B(_nvn , *n)  f (v, *) in V*. (36)
We see that : and f are uniquely determined by (34) and (36). In fact, we
have
:(v)= lim
t  0+
A(tv)
t p&1
, (37)
and
f (v, *)= lim
t  0 +
B(tv, *)
t p&1
, (38)
for all v # V, * # R.
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Moreover, : and f ( } , *) are positive homogeneous of degree p&1, i.e.,
:(_v)=_ p&1:(v), f (_v, *)=_ p&1f (v, *) (39)
for all _0, v # V, * # R.
We note that (A6) (b) is satisfied automatically in either one of the
following cases:
v A satisfies (9), or
v V is locally uniformly convex, and A satisfies (6) with g
homogeneous of degree p with respect to x and y, i.e.,
g(tx, ty )=t pg(x, y), \x, y, t0. (40)
In fact, in the first case, we have for all n # N, u, v # V,
(A_ n (u)&A_ n (v), u&v) =
1
_ pn
(A(_nu)&A(_nv), _n u&_nv)
C &u&v& p.
Hence, A_ n (n=1, 2, ...) satisfies (9) with the same constant C. Thus A_ n
belongs to class (S ) uniformly, as follows from the remark after (1618).
The proof for the second case is similar.
Note that in the case that A is the p-Laplacian then g given by
g(x, y)=(x&y)(x p&1&y p&1), x, y0,
satisfies the homogeneity condition (40) (see (10).
Now, we consider the homogenization of the convex functional j at 0.
For _>0, we denote by j_ the functional from V to [0, ] defined by
j_(v)=
1
_ p
j (_v), v # V. (41)
We assume that there exists a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous func-
tional
J : V  [0, ]
such that j_ tends to J (as _  0+) in the following sense:
(A8) (a) If vn ( v in V and _n  0+ (_n>0, \n), then
J(v)lim inf j_ n (vn). (42)
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(b) For each v # V, each sequence [_n]/R+ such that _n  0+,
we can choose a sequence [vn]/V such that
vn  n in V, and j_n (vn)  J(v). (43)
(A8) States that j_ n  J in the Mosco sense whenever _n  0
+. From
(42) and (43), we see that J is convex, nonnegative and J(0)=0, since j_
has those properties. We also note that J, if it exists, is uniquely determined
by (42) and (43).
In fact, if J1 is another functional that satisfies (42) and (43), then letting
v # V, and choosing a sequence [vn] satisfying (43) (with respect to J ), then
since vn ( v, one has
J1(v)lim inf j_ n (vn)=J(v).
Hence J1J. Similarly, we have JJ1 and therefore J=J1 .
A useful property of J is that it is positive homogeneous of degree p on
V, i.e.,
J(_u)=_ pJ(u), \u # V, _0. (44)
This is obviously true for _=0. For _>0 fixed, we define
J1 : V  [0, ], J1(v)=_&pJ(_v), v # V.
Then J1 is a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous functional on V. We
check that (42), (43) are satisfied for J1 . In fact, if vn ( v, _n  0+, then
_n _  0+ and _vn ( _v in V. From (42), we have
J(_v)lim inf
j \_n_ (_vn)+
(_n_) p
=_ p lim inf
j (_nvn)
_ pn
,
i.e.,
J1(v)=
J(_v)
_ p
lim inf
j (_nvn)
_ pn
,
implying that J1 satisfies (42).
Now, let v # V. Then by (43), applied to w=_v and the sequence
[_n_]n # N , we find a sequence [wn]/V such that
wn  w=_v
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and
j \_n_ (wn)+
(_n_) p
 J(_v).
Letting vn=wn _, we have vn  v, and
j (_nvn)
_ pn

J(_v)
_ p
=J1(v).
Thus, (43) holds for J1 . Now, by the uniqueness result about J proved
above, we must have J1=J, which proves (44).
Wit these settings, we can now homogenize (5) to the variational
inequality
(:(u)&f (u, *), v&u)+J(v)&J(u)0, \v # V, u # V. (45)
Before considering some properties of (45) and its relations with (5), we
make some remarks about a particular but important case. Consider the
variational inequality
(u&B(u, *), v&u)0, \v # K, u # K, (46)
where K is a closed, convex subset of V, and V is a Hilbert space. Here
( } , } ) is the inner product of V. (46) is a special case of (16) where A#I
is the identity mapping of V and j=IK is the indicator function of K :
j=IK : V  [0, ],
(47)
j (u)={0
if u # K
if u # K.
j is a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous functional on V, j (0)=0 and
D( j )=ker J=[u # V : j (u) # R] is K.
Let K0 be the support cone of K, defined by K0= t0 tK and let J be
the indicator function of K0 :
J(u)=IK0 (u)={0
if u # K0
if u # K0 .
(48)
It is clear that K0 is the smallest closed convex cone that contains K and
(42) and (43) are satisfied with p=2. First, note that if
_n  0+, vn ( v, and vn_&1n K, \n, then v # K0 , (49)
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and if _n  0+ and v # K0 , then one can choose a sequence [vn]/V such
that
vn # _&1n K, \n, and vn  v in V. (50)
In fact, if vn # _&1n K then vn # t0 tK/K0 . Since K0 is weakly closed,
v # K0 , i.e., (49) holds. Now, let v # K0 . There exist zn=tnwn , tn>0, wn # K
(n # N) such that zn  v. Choose a subsequence [_nk]/[_n] such that
_&1nk  0 and _
&1
nk tk , \k. For n such that _n+1<_n_nk , we put vn=
znk # _
&1
nk K/_
&1
n K, and get vn  v. Thus (50) holds.
Now, let vn ( v in V, _n  0+. We have
lim inf
n  
j (_nvn)
_2n
# [0, ].
If lim inf( j (_nvn)_2n)= then (42) obviously holds. Otherwise, we must
have
lim
k  
j (_nk vnk )
_2n k
=lim inf
n  
j (_nvn)
_2n
=0,
i.e., _nk vnk # K for a subsequence [nk]/N. Hence vn k # _
&1
nk K for all k # N
and v # K0 , i.e., J(v)=0 by (49). Hence (42) is also satisfied in this case.
Now, suppose v # V and _n  0+. If v # K0 then there exists $>0 such
that
B$(v) & \ .t0 tK+=<.
Choosing any sequence vn  v, vn # B$(v), \n, we see that _n vn # K, \n and
therefore
j (_nvn)
_2n
=, \n.
Hence limn  ( j (_nvn)_2n)==J(v).
If v # K0 then by (50), one can choose a sequence [vn] such that vn  v,
and _nvn # K, \n. We have in this case
j (_nvn)=0, \n
and J(v)=0=lim( j (_nvn)_2n), thus (43) holds.
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From this observation, we see that the homogenized variational
inequality (45) associated with (46) has, in this case, the simpler form
(u&f (u, *), v&u) 0, \v # K0 , u # K0 . (51)
Now, we observe that if A satisfies (9) then for u, v # V, t>0, we have
from (9) that
A(tu)t p&1 &
A(tv)
t p&1
, u&vC &u&v& p, \t>0.
Letting t  0+, we see from (37) that
(:(u)&:(v), u&v) C &u&v& p, \u, v # V. (52)
Hence : also satisfies (9). In the general case, since : satisfies (A1)(A2),
and J is convex, lower semicontinuous, and nonnegative on V, we see as
before that for all f # V*, the variation inequality
(:(u)&f, v&u)+J(v)&J(u)0, \v # V, u # V (53)
has a unique solution
u=uf=P:, J ( f ).
For simplicity, we shall use in the sequel the notation P0=P:, J , and so, we
see that (45) is equivalent to
u=P0[ f (u, *)]. (54)
We can also consider (54) as a homogenization of (13). In fact, we note
that the homogeneity of :, f, and J ((39) and (44)) imply that if u is a
solution of (45) then so is tu for all t0.
By a similar observation, we see that P0 is positive homogeneous of
degree ( p&1)&1, i.e.,
P0(t f )=t1( p&1)P0( f ), \t>0, \ f # V*. (55)
These arguments lead to the following definition:
* # R is called an eigenvalue of (45) if (45) has a solution (u, *) with
u{0. u is called an eigenvector of (45) corresponding to *.
If u is an eigenvector of (45) (corresponding to *) then so is tu for all
t>0. We have the following result:
Theorem 2. (I) If (0, *) is a bifurcation point of (5), then * is an eigen-
value of (45).
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(II) If a and b (a<b) are not eigenvalues of (45) and if
d(I&P0[ f ( } , a)], Br(0), 0){d(I&P0[ f ( } , b)], Br(0), 0) (56)
for some r>0, then for S, C as in Theorem 1, we have, either
(i) C is unbounded in V_R, or
(ii) (0, *1) # C for some eigenvalue *1 of (45), *1 # [a, b].
Proof. We first note that if a, b are not eigenvalues of (45), then 0 is the
only zero of I&P0[ f ( } , a)] and I&P0[ f ( } , b)] in V. The degrees in (56)
are defined for all r>0 (and are independent of r). For _ # [0, 1],
u # V, * # R, we define
A_(u)={
1
_ p&1
A(_u) if _ # (0, 1]
(57)
:(u) if _=0,
B_(u, *)={
1
_ p&1
B(_u, *) if _ # (0, 1]
(58)
f (u, *) if _=0,
j_(u)={
1
_ p
j (_u) if _ # (0, 1]
(59)
J(u) if _=0.
Now, let [_n] be a sequence in [0, 1], _n  _ as n  . We verify that
A_n  A_ , j_ n  j_
in the sense of (A4).
We first consider the case _>0. In this case, _n>0 for all n sufficiently
large. If vn  v in V then by the continuity of A, we have
A_ n (vn)=
A(_nvn)
_ p&1n

A(_v)
_ p&1
=A_(v),
and (16) follows. To prove that A_ n belongs to class (S ) uniformly, we
assume that vn ( v, wn  w in V such that
lim sup(A_ n (vn), vn&wn)0.
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Hence
0lim sup A(_nvn)_ p&1n ,
1
_n
(_nvn&_nwn)
=
1
_ p
lim sup(A(_n , vn), _n vn&_nwn) . (60)
On the other hand,
_n vn ( _v, _nwn  _w in V.
Since A is bounded,
|(A(_nvn), _v&_nwn) |sup &A(_nvn)&&_v&_n wn&,
and hence |(A(_nvn), _v&_nwn) |  0. (60) implies that
0lim sup(A(_nvn), _nvn&_nwn)
=lim sup[(A(_nvn), _nvn&_v)+(A(_n vn), _v&_nwn)]
=lim sup(A(_nvn), _nvn&_v) .
Since A is in class (S ), it follows that
_nvn  _v,
i.e., vn  v in V, proving that A_ n belongs to class (S ) uniformly for the
sequence [_n].
Now, if vn ( v then _n vn ( _v and since j is weakly lower semicon-
tinuous,
j_(v)=
1
_ p
j (_v)

1
_ p
lim inf j (_nvn)
=lim inf j_n (vn),
and (15) follows. Let v # V. By choosing vn=(__n)v, we see that vn  v
and
lim j_ n (vn)=lim
j (_v)
_ pn
=
j (_v)
_ p
=j_(v),
i.e., (14) holds.
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In the case _=0, (13), (17) follow from (34) and (A6) (b); and (14), (15)
are consequences of the assumptions (42) and (43).
In view of Lemma 1, we see that
PA_ n , j _ n ( fn)  PA _ , j_ ( f ) in V (61)
whenever _n  _ in [0, 1] and fn  f in V*. Now we are ready to prove
that the mapping
(_, v, *) [ PA_ , j _ [B_(v, *)] (62)
is completely continuous on [0, 1]_V_R. Indeed, let vn ( v, _n  _,
*n  *. It then follows that
B_n (vn , *n)  B_(v, *) in V*. (63)
For _>0, this is a consequence of the complete continuity of B. For _=0,
this follows from (36). Applying Lemma 1 with
fn=B_ n (vn , *n), f=B_(v, *),
we see from (61) and (63) that
PA _ n , j _ n[B_ n (vn , *n)]  PA_ , j _ [B_(v, *)] in V,
Proving the complete continuity of the mapping in (62).
Now we prove (I). Suppose (0, *) is a bifurcation point of (5) and that
[un], [*n] satisfy
&un&  0, un{0, \n, and *n  * (n  ),
and
(A(un)&B(un , *n), v&un)+j(v)&j(un)0, \v # V. (64)
Letting vn=&un&&1 un and dividing both sides of (64) by &un& p, we get
 A(un)&un & p&1&
B(un , *n)
&un& p&1
,
v
&un&
&
un
&un&+
j (v)
&un& p
&
j (un)
&un & p
0, (65)
or by definition of A_ , B_ , j_ ,
(A&un &(vn)&B&u n &(vn , *n), w&vn) +j&un&(w)&j&u n&(vn)0, (66)
with w=v&un&. Since (65) is true for all v # V, (66) also holds for all w # V.
Now, we see that (66) is equivalent to
vn=PA&u n & , j &un & [B&un& (vn , *n)]. (67)
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Since V is reflexive, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can
assume that vn ( v in V. By the complete continuity of the mapping in
(62), we see that
PA&u n & , j &un& [B&un &(vn , *n)]  PA0 , j0 [B0(v, *)]
=P0[ f (v, *)].
According to (67), this implies that vn  v in V, and v=P0[ f (v, *)].
Moreover &v&=1 (since &vn&=1, \n). Hence * is an eigenvalue of (45),
and (I) is proved.
To prove (II), we assume that a, b are not eigenvalues of (45). We will
prove that 0 is an isolated solution of (5) with *=a, b and for r>0
sufficiently small, we have
d(I&P[B( } , a)], Br(0), 0)=d(I&P0[ f ( } , a)], Br(0), 0), (68)
and
d(I&P[B( } , b)], Br(0), 0)=d(I&P0[ f ( } , b)], Br(0), 0). (69)
To prove (68), we only need to show that there exists r>0 sufficiently
small such that for all _ # [0, 1] the equation
u&PA_ , j _ [B_(u, a)]=0 (70)
has no trivial solution in Br(0).
Suppose this is not the case, and there exist sequences [un]/V,
[_n]/[0, 1] such that
&un&{0, \n, &un&  0 (n  ),
and
un=PA_ n , j _ n [B_ n (un , a)], \n.
This equation may be written in the variational inequality form
(A_ n (un)&B_ n (un , a), v&un)+j_n (v)&j_ n (un)0, \v # V.
By the definitions of A_ , B_ , j_ , this is equivalent to
1
_ p&1n
(A(_n un)&B(_n un , a), v&un)+
1
_ pn
j (_nv)&
1
_ pn
j (_nun)0,
\v # V.
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As before, by putting vn=un&un& and dividing this inequality by &un& p,
we get
A(_n &un & vn)_ p&1n &un& p&1&
B(_n &un& vn , a)
_ p&1n &un&
p&1 ,
v
&un &
&vn
+
1
(_n &un &) p
j \_n &un& v&un&+&
1
(_n &un &) p
j (_n &un& vn)0,
\v # V.
Letting w=v&un&, we have
(A_ n &un&(vn)&B_ n &u n&(vn , a), w&vn)+j_ n &un &(w)&j_n &un&(vn)0,
\w # V.
This is equivalent to
vn=PA _ n &u n & , j _ n &u n & [B_ n &un &(vn , a)]. (71)
By assuming vn ( v, and using the complete continuity of the mapping in
(62), and the fact that _n &un&  0, we see that
PA _ n &u n& , j _ n &u n& [B_ n &u n &(vn , a)]  P0[ f (v, a)] in V.
Hence (71) implies that vn  v, and
v=P0[ f (v, a)].
Since &v&=1, this means that a is an eigenvalue of (45), contradicting our
assumption that a is not an eigenvalue of (45).
This contradiction proves that there exists r>0 such that (70) has no
solutions in Br(0)"[0].
Now, we observe that
[I&PA _ , j _ [B_( } , a)]: _ # [0, 1]]
is a family of completely continuous perturbations of the identity on Br(0).
Moreover, by the above proof,
u&PA_ , j _ [B_(u, a)]{0,
for all u # Br(0), all _ # [0, 1].
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By the homotopy invariance property of the LeraySchauder degree, we
have
d(I&P0[ f ( } , a)], Br(0), 0)=d(I&PA 0 , j0 [B0( } , a)], Br(0), 0)
=d(I&PA 1 , j 1 [B1( } , a)], Br(0), 0)
=d(I&P[B( } , a)], Br(0), 0),
i.e., (68) holds. By a similar proof, we have (69). (68) and (69) imply that
(33) is a consequence of (56), and therefore (II) is a consequence of
Theorem 1. K
2.3. Some Corollaries
In this section, we consider consequences of Theorem 2 in the case the
homogenized variational inequality (45) becomes an equation. In the next
section, we apply these corollaries to derive global bifurcation results
for the unilateral problems concerning elastic plates, considered by Do
([11, 12]).
We first consider an abstract consequence of Theorem 2. Let p=2, and
let
W=D(J )=[u # V : J(u)<]
be the effective domain of J. Then (45) is equivalent to
(:(u)&f (u, *), v&u)+J(v)&J(u)0, \v # W, u # W. (72)
We now suppose that W is a closed subspace of V and that J#0 on W,
i.e.,
J(u)=IW (u). (73)
(As one can easily check, in the case where W is a subspace of V, (73) is
satisfied if and only if J is a linear mapping on W, which is equivalent to
the fact that J is additive on W.)
Under the assumption (73), we see that (72) and then (45) are equivalent
to the equation
(:(u)&f (u, *), v)=0, \v # W, u # W. (74)
For each g # W* we denote by P:g=ug the unique solution of the
equation
(:(ug)&g, v)=0, \v # W, ug # W. (75)
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Hence P: is a continuous mapping from W* to W, and (74) can be written
as
u=P:[ f (u, *)]. (76)
Since W/V, we have V*/W*, and f can be considered as a mapping
from W_R to W*, which is also completely continuous. In this particular
case, Theorem 2 becomes:
Corollary 2. (I) If (0, *) is a bifurcation point of (5), then * is an
eigenvalue of (74).
(II) If a and b (a<b) are not eigenvalues of (45) and if
d(I&P:[ f ( } , a)], Br(0), 0){d(I&P:[ f ( } , b)], Br(0), 0)
for some r>0, then for S, C as in Theorem 1, we have the alternative in
Theorem 2.
A particularly interesting situation is when : is a linear mapping and B
is of the form
B(u, *)=*;u+N(u, *), u # V, * # R (77)
where ; # L(V, V*), N # C(V_R, V*); ;, N are completely continuous,
and
N(u, *)=o(&u&)
as u  0, uniformly for * in bounded intervals.
By a direct proof, we can conclude from (77) that
f (u, *)=*;u, \u # V, * # R. (78)
Since : is linear, the mapping P: defined by (75) is a linear mapping.
Together with (78), this shows that (76) becomes in this case the equation
u=*(P:;)u, (79)
where P: ; is a linear, compact mapping from V to itself, and from W into
itself.
In this particular case, we have the following consequence of Corol-
lary 2, which is a version of the Kranosels’kiiRabinowitz Theorem for
variational inequalities.
Corollary 3. If : is linear and B is of the form (77) then (5) has at
most a countable number of bifurcation points (0, *) with the only possible
accumulation point at . Moreover:
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(I) If (0, *) is a bifurcation point of (5), then * is an eigenvalue of
P:;.
(II) If * is an eigenvalue of P:; of odd multiplicity, then (0, *) is a
bifurcation point of (5), and we have the alternative in Theorem 2.
In the particular case of the variational inequality (46), we have W=K0
is the support cone of K. Hence the above assumptions are satisfied if K0
is a (closed) linear subspace of V (and then the orthogonal projection P0
is in fact linear). The above corollary therefore becomes:
Corollary 4. If K0 is a subspace of V and ; is of the form (77) then:
(I) If (0, *) is a bifurcation point of (46) then * is an eigenvalue of
PK 0 ;,
(II) If * is an eigenvalue of PK 0 ; of odd multiplicity then (0, *) is a
bifurcation point of (46) and the corresponding bifurcation point satisfies the
alternative in Theorem 2.
3. SOME APPLICATIONS
3.1. A Buckling Problem for Plates Subject to Unilateral Conditions
We now consider an application of the above corollaries to a bifurcation
problem for (thin) elastic plates (with large deflections) subject to
unilateral conditions. In [11, 12], the author studied buckling problems for
a thin elastic plate with unilateral conditions on the boundary or on the
plate (not necessarily over a rigid obstacle), using the von Ka rman model
for large deflections, as follows.
Let 0/R2 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary. We consider
the variational inequality
a(u, v&u)+|
0
:
2
i, j=1
_ij (u) iu j (v&u) dx&|
0
* :
2
i, j=1
_0ij  iu j (v&u) dx
+j (v)&j (u)0, \v # V, u # V, (80)
where a is the bilinear form in the theory of plates
a(u, v)=|
0
[(11u 11 v+22u 22v)+&(11 u 22v+22u 11v)
+2(1&&) 12u 12 v], (0<&<12), (81)
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and _ij , _0ij , (1i, j2) satisfy the following assumptions (cf. [12]): For
all i, j # [1, 2], _i, j=_j, i , _0i, j=_
0
j, i , _
0
i, j # L
2(0), and _i, j is completely
continuous from H2(0) to L2(0). Moreover, for C : H2(0)  L2(0) given by
(C(u), v) =|
0
:
i, j
_ij (u) iu j v, (82)
we assume that
&C(u)&C0 &u&3, \u # V, (83)
for some C0>0. The space V and the functional j vary for different
unilateral problems. In [11, 12], the following cases are considered:
(i) The plate has unilateral conditions on the vertical displacement in
0, and classical boundary conditions on 1=0, for example, the plate is
clamped on the edge. Then the buckling problem has the form (80) with
V=H 20(0) (84)
and
j (u)=|
0
(u(x)) dx, (85)
where : R  [0, ] is a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous functional
such that
(0)=0, (t)>0, \t # R"[0] (86)
and  is homogeneous of degree 1, i.e.,
(t!)=t(!), \t0, ! # R. (87)
It is clear that  satisfies (86) and (87) if and only if (t)=at++bt&, \t,
for some a, b # [0, +] and a, b not both +.
(ii) For the case of a plate with a unilateral condition on the rotation
at the edge, we can choose for a formulation of the buckling problem the
variational inequality (80) with (cf. [12], Problem 2.3):
V=H2(0) & H 10(0) (88)
and
j (u)=|
0
(n u(x)) dS ; (89)
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here  is as in (i) and nu=un is the normal derivative of u on 0. An
example for this problem is the case where the plate is simply supported at
the edge, and the moment of rotation M at boundary points satisfies the
unilateral conditions
|M(u)|c on 0, and
|M(u)|<c O n u=0
|M(u)|=c O n u0
|M(u)|=&c O nu0.
(90)
c>0 is given. This will lead to the functional j in (89) with  given by
(!)=c |!|, ! # R.
(iii) Another problem considered in [12] is where the plate is simply
supported on a part 11/0 (11 is non rectilinear and |11 |>0) and is
subjected to unilateral conditions on the vertical displacement on the edge,
while the rotation is free (on the boundary). In this case, we have (cf. [12],
Problem 2.4)
V=[u # H2(0): v=0 on 11] (91)
and
j (u)=|
0"1 1
(u(x)) dS, (92)
where  again satisfies (86) and (87).
Now, we can apply Corollary 3 to obtain global bifurcation results for
(80) in these cases. We have the following corollary:
Corollary 5. (i) In the case where V and j are given by (84) and (85)
the variational inequality (80) has no finite bifurcation points.
(ii) If V and j are given by (88) and (89), then (80) has at most a
countable number of bifurcation points. Moreover, if (0, *) is a bifurcation
point of (80), then * is an eigenvalue of the equation
a(u, v)&* |
0
:
2
i, j=1
_0ij iu  j v dx=0, \v # H
2
0(0), u # H
2
0(0). (93)
Conversely, if * is an eigenvalue of (93) of odd multiplicity, then (0, *) is
a bifurcation point of (80) with a global bifurcation branch emanating from
(0, *) and satisfying the alternative in Theorem 2.
(iii) If V and j are given by (91) and (92), then (80) has at most a
countable number of bifurcation points.
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If (0, *) is a bifurcation point of (80), then * is an eigenvalue of the
equation
a(u, v)&* |
0
:
2
i, j=1
_0ij i u jv dx=0,
\v # H2(0) & H 10(0), u # H
2(0) & H 10(0). (94)
Conversely, if * is an eigenvalue of (94) of odd multiplicity, then (0, *) is
a bifurcation point of (80), and we have the same conclusion as in (ii).
Proof. We know that the spaces V given by (84), (88), and (91) are
Hilbert spaces (with the usual inner products and norms). It is proved (see
e.g., [14] or [11, 12]) that a defined by (81) is coercive on these spaces.
Moreover, since  is convex, nonnegative, and lower semicontinuous on R,
by using the fact that the mappings
H2(0) / C(0 ), u [ u,
and
H2(0)  H 12(0), u [ u | 0 ,
are compact ([1]), we can check directly that the functionals j defined by
(85), (89), or (92) are proper, convex, nonnegative, and lower semicon-
tinuous on V.
Let A, L: V  V* be defined by
(A(u), v) =a(u, v), (95)
(L(u), v) =|
0
:
2
i, j=1
_0ij  iu j v dx, (96)
for all u, v # V (here ( } , } ) can be seen as the inner product of V, or the
pairing between V* and V ) and let C be given by (82). It can be verified
that A, L, C are well defined on V and (cf. [11, 12]) that A, L are linear
and continuous on V. Moreover, L is self-adjoint and compact on V, and
C is a (nonlinear) completely continuous mapping. Furthermore, by the
linearity and coeriveness of a, condition (9) is satisfied.
Now, let B(u, *)=*Lu&C(u), u # V, * # R. Then B is a completely con-
tinuous mapping from V_R to V*. With theses settings, we see that (80)
can be written as
(A(u)&B(u, *), v&u) +j(v)&j (u)0, \v # V, u # V. (97)
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Now, we verify that A, B and j satisfy the homogenization assumptions
(34), (36), (42), (43) with p=2,
:=A, (98)
f (u, *)=*Lu, u # V, * # R, (99)
and
I[0] in case (i)
J={IH20(0) in case (ii) (100)IH 2(0) & H10 (0) in case (iii)
(as usual, IK is the indicator function of K ).
In fact, since A is linear and bounded, we have (34) and (98). From (83)
we see that C(u)=o(&u&) as u  0. Hence (36) holds.
We now prove (42), (43) with J given by (100) in case (i). It is clear from
(100) that for all three cases, J is a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous
functional from V to [0, ] with J(0)=0. Let vk ( v and _k  0+. If
v=0, then (42) obviously holds. Suppose v{0, i.e., v0 on 0. By the
compactness of the embedding H2(0) / C(0 ), we have vk(x)  v(x),
\x # 0. Since  is lower semicontinuous, this implies
(v(x))lim inf (vk(x)), \x # 0.
By (86), 0 (v(x)) dx>0. Hence, by Fatou’s lemma, we have
0< j (v)=|
0
(v(x)) dx
|
0
lim inf (vk(x)) dx
lim inf |
0
(vk(x)) dx
=lim inf j (vk). (101)
Hence
lim inf
j (_kvk)
_2k
=
1
_2k
lim inf |
0
(_kvk(x)) dx
=lim inf _ 1_2k _k |0 (vk(x)) dx& (by (87))
=lim inf
j (vk)
_k
.
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However, by (101), lim inf j (vk)>0. Since _k  0+, we have
lim inf j_ k (vk)=lim inf
j (vk)
_k
==J(v).
Hence (42) is true for all v # V. To prove (43), we let v # V, and choose
vk=v, \k. Then clearly vk  v. If v=0, then
1
_2k
j (_k vk)=0  0=J(v).
If v{0, then j (v)>0 and J(v)=, and
1
_2k
j (_k vk)=
j (v)
_2k
 =J(v).
Hence (43) holds for J in case (i).
Next we prove (42) and (43) for J given by (100), case (ii). Suppose
vk ( v in V, and _k  0+. If v # H 20(0), then J(v)=0 and (42) is satisfied.
Assume v # H 20(0). Since v#0 on 0, we must have in this case
nv0 on C.
Hence j (v)>0. By the compactness of the mapping H2(0)  L2(0),
u [ nu, we can assume without loss of generality that
n vk(x)  n v(x) for a.e. x # 0.
It follows again from Fatou’s lemma and the lower semicontinuity of 
that
0< j (v)=|
0
(n v) dS
|
0
lim inf (nvk) dS
lim inf |
0
(nvk) dS
=lim inf j (vk).
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This implies that
lim inf
j (_kvk)
_2k
=lim inf
j (vk)
_k
==J(v),
and (42) follows.
Now let v # V, and, as in the above proof, choose vk=v, \k. Then vk  v,
and since
j (v)={0>0
if v # H 20(0)
if v # H 20(0),
we have
lim
k  
j (_kvk)
_2k
= lim
k  
j (vk)
_k
={0
if v # H 20(0)
if v # H 20(0)
=J(v).
Thus (43) is proved for J in case (ii).
The proof for (42), (43) in case (iii) is similar and we omit it. Using (98),
(99), (100), we see that the homogenization (45) of (97) (or (80)) is of the
form
(A(u)&*Lu, v&u) +IW (v)&IW (u)0, \v # V, u # V, (102)
with
[0] in case (i)
W={H 20(0) in case (ii) (103)H2(0) & H 10(0) in case (iii).
As observed in Corollaries 2, 3, (102) is equivalent to
(A(u)&*Lu, v) =0, \v # W, u # W. (104)
In case (i), since W=[0], we see that u=0 is the only solution of (104).
Hence, in view of Corollary 3 (I), we see that (97) has no finite bifurcation
point.
In cases (ii) and (iii), using (103), we see that (104) is exactly (93)
or (94). Hence the conclusions of Corollary 5 (ii), (iii) follow from
Corollary 3. K
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Remark 1. (a) Corollary 5 (i) is the content of Theorem 3.3., [12].
In [11, 12], the author studied the (local) bifurcation of (80) in the cases
(ii) and (iii), using a variational method. The main results there (Theorems
3.3, 3.7, [12], Theorem 4.3, [11]) are concerned with the existence of
bifurcation points of (80) at the first eigenvalues of (93) and (94).
In Corollary 5, we investigate the global behavior of the bifurcation
branch of (80) in the cases (ii) and (iii), which is also valid for higher
eigenvalues of the homogenized problems. Therefore, Corollary 5 is the
global result that corresponds to the results of Do ([11, 12]).
We also note that, in some simpler cases of the buckling problem for von
Ka rman’s plates, the bifurcation from all eigenvalues is proved in [8],
where variational arguments are employed.
(b) Our result in Corollary 4 contains the major result in Saccon’s
paper ([28]), where the author considered the global bifurcation for the
following bi-obstacle variational inequality:
a(u, v&u)|
0
[*u+p(x, u, *)](v&u) dx, \v # K, u # K. (105)
Here a: H 10(0)_H
1
0(0)  R,
a(u, v)=|
0
:
i, j
[(aij iu+dju) j v+(bi i u+cu)v] dx, u, v # H 10(0),
is a second order elliptic bilinear form, assumed to be coercive on H 10(0),
and
K=[u # H 10(0): ,1u,2 on 0].
,1 , ,2 are two given functions on 0 such that ,1,2 on 0 and
,1=,2=0 on E, ,1<0<,2 on 0"E,
for some closed set E/0 . Moreover, p is a Carathe odory function satisfy-
ing certain growth conditions, and | p(x, s, *)|=o(s) as s  0 uniformly for
x # 0 and * bounded. Saccon ([28]) established the global bifurcation of
(105) at eigenvalues of odd multiplicity of the linear equation
a(u, v&u)=|
0
*uv dx, \v # H 10(0"E ), u # H
1
0(0"E). (106)
We consider V=H 10(0), (A(u), v)=a(u, v) and let (B(u, *), v) =
0 [*u+p( } , u, *)]v. Then B satisfies (77) with ( ;u, v) =0 uv. Moreover,
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it can be directly verified that the support cone K0 of K is in this case
K0=H 10(0"E ), which is a linear space. Hence, applying the abstract results
presented above to this particular problem, we see that in this case (106)
is the homogenized equation corresponding to (105). Corollary 4 gives us
the result in [28].
3.2. A Nonlinear Variational Inequality
As another application, we study a bifurcation problem for a nonlinear
variational inequality containing the p-Laplacian. Consider the bifurcation
problem for the variational inequality
|
0
|{u| p&2 {u{(v&u)&|
0
[* |u| p&2 u+g(x, u, *)](v&u)+j (v)&j (u)0
\v # V, u # V. (107)
Here p>1, 0 is a bounded domain in RN (N1) with smooth boundary,
and
V=[u # W 1, p(0): v=0 on 1],
where 1 is a (relatively) open subset of 0 with positive measure. By the
Poincare inequality, we know that
&u&=\|0 |{u| p+
1p
, u # V,
defines a norm on V, equivalent to the usual norm on W 1, p(0). In the
sequel, we will always consider V with this norm. We assume that
g: 0_R_R  R
is a Carathe odory function such that
g(x, u, *)=o( |u| p&1) (108)
as u  0, uniformly a.e. with respect to x # 0, and uniformly with respect
to * on bounded intervals, and moreover g satisfies the growth condition
| g(x, u, *)|C(*)[m(x)+M |u| p&1], (109)
for a.e. x # 0, all u, * # R, where C(*)0 is bounded on bounded sets,
m # L pp&1(0), and M>0 is a constant.
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We assume that j is given by
j (u)=|
0"1
(u(x)) dS, u # V, (110)
where : R  [0, ] is a proper, convex, lower semicontinuous function
satisfying (86) and (87). Let A be given by
(Au, v)=|
0
|{u| p&2 {u {v dx, u, v # V. (111)
Since |{u| # Lp(0), u # V, we see that A is well defined and is a mapping
from V to V*, and &Au&&u& p&1, u # V. Hence A is bounded. Moreover,
A(0)=0 and A is continuous on V. In fact if un  u in V then {un  {u
in [L p(0)]N. Hence
|{un | p&2 {un  |{u| p&2 {u in [Lp( p&1)(0)]N.
Since
&Aun&Au&_|0 | |{un | p&2 {un&|{u| p&2 {u | p( p&1)&
( p&1)p
,
we have Aun  Au in V*, proving the continuity of A. Moreover, we can
prove that
(Au&Av, u&v)(&u& p&1&&v& p&1)(&u&&&v&), \u, v # V (112)
for all p>1, and
(Au&Av, u&v)C &u&v& p, \u, v # V
for p2, and therefore (6) is satisfied. We have also observed in these
remarks that (1) and (2) hold. Hence A satisfies (A2).
Now, we define the mapping B by
(B(u, *), v) =|
0
[* |u| p&2 u+g(x, u, *)] v dx, u, v # V. (113)
From (109), we see that B is well defined and is a mapping from V_R to
V*. As usual, we verify by direct calculations that B is completely con-
tinuous. Now, let f be given by
( f (u, *), v)=* |
0
|u| p&2 uv dx, u, v # V. (114)
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Then f is well defined on V_R. By arguments similar to those used above
to prove the complete continuity of B, we can check that f is a completely
continuous mapping from V_R to V*; and moreover (108) implies that if
vn ( v in V, *n  * and _n  0+ in R,
then
1
_ p&1n
B(_nvn , *n)  f (v, *) in V*,
and (36) holds. On the other hand, since A is homogeneous of degree p&1,
i.e.,
A(_u)=_ p&1Au, u # V, _>0,
we see from the continuity of A that if vn  v in V, and _n  0+, then
1
_ p&1n
A(_nvn)  A(v) in V*. (115)
This means that (34) is satisfied with :=A. Now, let
J=IW 01, p (0) . (116)
We prove that j_ tends to J as _  0+ in the sense of (42) and (43). In fact,
let vn ( v in V and _n  0+. We know ([27, 20]) that the mapping
W 1, p(0)  Lq(0), u [ u | 0 , (117)
is compact for all q with 1q<p ,
p ={
(N&1)p
N&p
if N>p
 if Np.
Hence, letting q satisfy this condition, one has vn | 0  v | 0 in Lq(0).
Therefore, by passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we have vn | 0  v | 0
a.e. on 0. Now, if v=0 a.e. on 0, i.e., v # W 1, p0 (0), then J(v)=0 and (42)
immediately holds. Suppose that v{0 on a subset of 0 of positive
measure. Noting that v=0 on 1, we get from (86) that
0<|
0
(v(x)) dS=|
0"1
(v(x)) dS.
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Hence, by Fatou’s lemma and the lower semicontinuity of ,
0<|
0"1
(v(x)) dS
|
0"1
lim inf (vn(x)) dS
=lim inf j (vn).
Since  and then j are homogeneous of degree 1 ((87)), it follows that
lim inf
j (_nvn)
_ pn
=lim inf
j (vn)
_ p&1n
=.
Hence (42) also holds in this case. To prove (43), we let v # V, [_n]/R*
+,
_n  0+, and choose vn=v, \n. Since
j (v)={0>0
if v # W 1, p0 (0)
if v # W 1, p0 (0),
we have
lim
j (_nvn)
_ pn
=lim
j (vn)
_ p&1n
=lim
j (v)
_ p&1n
={0
if v # W 1, p0 (0)
if v # W 1, p0 (0)
=J(v).
Thus (43) holds. Now, from (114), (115), and (116), we see that the
homogenized variational inequality of (107) is
|
0
|{u| p&2 {u {(v&u)&* |
0
|u| p&2 u(v&u)0,
\v # W 1, p0 (0), u # W
1, p
0 (0), (118)
which, in turn, is equivalent to
|
0
|{u| p&2 {u {v&* |
0
|u| p&2 uv=0,
\v # W 1, p0 (0), u # W
1, p
0 (0). (119)
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Theorem 2 permits us to reduce the investigation of the global bifurca-
tion of (107) to the study of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (119), which
was done in [2, 4, 9, 10, 24]. As in Section 2.1, we know the for each
f # W&1, p$(0)=[W 1, p0 (0)]*, the equation
|
0
|{u| p&2 {u {v&|
0
fv=0, \v # W 1, p0 (0), u # W
1, p
0 (0), (120)
has a unique solution
u=uf=PA, J ( f )#P0( f ).
Hence (119) is equivalent to
u=P0(* |u| p&2 u)
=P0[ f (u, *)]. (121)
We know ([2, 4]) that the first eigenvalue *1 of (119), being characterized
by
*1=inf {|0 |{u| p : u # W 1, p0 (0), |0 |u| p=1=>0, (122)
is a simple, isolated eigenvalue of (119). Hence
*2#inf[*>*1 : * is an eigenvalue of (119)]>*1 .
Using the result, del Pino and Mana sevich have proved the following result
about the computation of the degree of the operator in (121) for * passing
through *1 (Proposition 2.2 [10]):
For r>0, one has
d(I&P0[ f ( } , *)], Br(0), 0)={1&1
if *<*1
if *1<*<*2 .
Using this result and Theorem 2, we obtain the following global bifurca-
tion property of (107):
Corollary 6. (0, *1) is a bifurcation point of (107) and the associated
global bifurcation branch satisfies the alternative in Theorem 2.
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In the ODE case, i.e., N=1, we can say more about bifurcation from
higher eigenvalues. We can choose, for example, 0=(0, 1), #=[0], and
then
V=[u # W 1, p(0, 1): u(0)=0].
In this case, 0"1=[1], and j becomes j (u)=k |u(1)|, u # V, where k>0
is a given constant.
Much more has been studied in this case than in the case of general
dimension. We know that in the one dimensional case, the spectrum of
p-Laplacian is very much similar to that of the Laplacian, i.e., the eigen-
values of (119) form a countable discrete sequence [*i ], 0<*1<*2< } } }
with lim *n=, and moreover, each *i is simple. Furthermore, we have
the same degree calculation as the usual calculations of degrees of linear
compact perturbations of the identity mapping, namely, the following
theorem (Theorem 4.1, [9], Theorem 14.9, [13]):
Let *>0, *{*n , \n # N. Then for every r>0, we have
d(I&P0[ f ( } , *)], Br(0), 0)=(&1);(*),
where ;(*) is the number of eigenvalues *n of (119) less than *.
Using this theorem, together with Theorem 2, we immediately obtain the
following corollary:
Corollary 7. Let N=1. Then the set of bifurcation points of (107) is
[(0, *n): n # N],
where *n , n=1, 2, ... are eigenvalues of (119). Moreover, each global bifurca-
tion branch emanating from (0, *n) satisfies the alternative in Theorem 2.
Remark 2. (a) In the particular case where 1=0, i.e., V=W 1, p0 (0),
and j#0, the variational inequality (107) becomes the following nonlinear
equation, considered in [13] and [10]:
|
0
|{u| p&2 {u {v&|
0
[* |u| p&2 u+g(x, u, *)]v=0,
\v # W 1, p0 (0), u # W
1, p
0 (0). (123)
Corollaries 6 and 7 give global bifurcation results for (123) and are there-
fore the same as Theorem 1.1, [10] and Theorems 14.8, 14.9, [13].
(b) Note that we have results similar to Corollaries 6 and 7 for other
choices of the functional j, or for variational inequalities containing some
small perturbations of the p-Laplacian operator A.
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